Due to the significantly effect of clouds in the near-earth space environment to remote sensing satellite images, some satellite images can not be utilized normally, resulting in large limitation of their application fields. For the background suppressed haze thickness index (BSHTI) and improvement background suppressed haze thickness index (IBSHTI) have the characteristics of thoroughly cloud correction and badly deficiency of the tone and texture information, we propose to first adopt IBSHTI to calculate the cloud thickness image of different bands, then the dark-pixel images are obtained by down sampling, and the texture is eliminated by introducing Texture and edge information (TEI). Experiment results show that our method can well retain the ground tone and texture information while removing the effect of clouds, especially in urban areas.
INTRODUCTION
The interference of clouds largely reduces the available area of satellite images, which will hinder the real-time update of map structure data badly. With the improvement of image resolution, clouds occlusion has become a serious problem that cannot be ignored. Thus, the research of cloud eliminating problem plays a crucial role in image correction.
Current cloud correction methods are divided into two kinds. Now cloud correction algorithms based on frequency and spatial are two main methods for clouds correction. Algorithms based on frequency always weaken the low frequency information representing clouds, which will lead to local blur and texture deficiency, and the representative ones are Fourier transform (Anuta, 1970) , homomorphic filter (Wu, 2013) , wavelet transform (Zhou, 2011) . There are many cloud eliminating algorithms based on spatial, among them are darkobject subtraction (DOS) (Chavez, 1988) and dark channel prior method (He,2011) (Lan, 2013) , they separate the effect mainly caused by clouds by detecting the pixels with zero surface reflectance rate or zero radiation rate on the original image. HOT (Zhang, 2002) and its extended algorithms have a relatively wide applications, they separate clouds with ground through establishing clear lines based on the highly correlation between blue and red wavelengths. Due to the complexity of materials classes, this correlation can be very low in some specific situations, thus, BSHTI algorithm proposes to decrease the effect of the low correlation by retrieving the thickness image under the combined action of red, green and blue wavelengths. However, there are still some problems, such as dark tone, texture deficiency. Through introducing the near infrared wave band, IBSHTI algorithm can obtain the cloud thickness image basing on the near infrared wave and visible band together, then the image tone and texture information are both improved. But the image tone deviation and texture deficiency problem are still existed in satellite images obtained from different sensors, what's more, the deficiency of roof colour information is more obvious when the building is in blue or red colour.
Short wave synthesis algorithm (Makarau, 2014) , then the cloud area is localized by mean-shift algorithm. The cloud thickness images in visible band are got orderly by the correction of the cloud area in blue, green and red bands and the band synthetic results. Its main thought is to highlight the cloud information in cloud thickness image and decrease the ground reflectance information, then the real contribution of cloud is simulated and the improved result is obvious. Furthermore, there are also a few methods aiming to distinguish cloud with ground, such as fitting function (Liang, 2014) , principal component analysis and multi-scale spatial analysis algorithms (Zhan, 2012) .
Therefore, the existed cloud correction algorithm obtain a relatively precise cloud thickness image mainly through limiting ground reflection information, highlighting cloud effect to a lager extent and taking full advantage of bands correlation. In general, there are two common problems, the first one is that the image quality is too bad when the effect of the cloud is serious, resulting in a large difference of cloud thickness; the second is that the corrected image always comes with a dark tone and badly local texture deficiency. Above all, this paper proposes to eliminate the texture of the cloud thickness image basing on the improved HOT algorithm BSHTI and IBSHTI, which can retain image tone and texture information well and achieve the goal of restoration of the real surface.
In this paper, the remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 describes the BSHTI ,IBSHTI and Optimized HOT method. Section 3 presents experimental results and quantitative analysis. Finally, some conclusions are given in section 4. 
METHODOLOGY

BSHTI algorithm principle
When the earth surface is relatively complex, There is no obvious correlation between TM1 (blue band) and TM3 (red band), based on this, BSHTI algorithm extracts the cloud thickness through combining blue, green and red band ( 1 l , 2 l and 3 l ) together, the basic equations are as follows:
where k1, k2, k3, k4 = Constant coefficient Mean(cloud), Mean(clear)= respectively the BSHTI average of the cloud region and clear region SD(clear) = the BSHTI standard deviation of the normal region In order to get the minimum value of equation (2), the calculated BSHTI value need to satisfy two conditions: (i) the cloud thickness difference between the cloud region and clear region should be as large as possible; (ii) the variance of no cloud areas (assuming normal background features) should be as small as possible. Therefore, 1 k , 2 k and 3 k can be obtained through equation (4) and 4 k can be calculated through the constraint conditions of equation (3) 
IBSHTI algorithm principle
BSHTI algorithm is designed to avoid low correlation between blue and red wavelengths, but the performance of BSHTI is not good enough because there will be darker tonality and fewer texture details after correction; Therefore, the cloud effect of the near infrared wave band is taken into account in IBSHTI algorithm to solve these problems, which can improve the tonality and texture information of the earth's surface. For hyperspectral satellite images, it may have more than four bands between visible and near infrared bands. So its basic principle equations are as follows:
where ln = the n band image MeanTR, MeanCR= respectively the mean grey value of thick clouds and normal region from the first band and the n band MeanCR_IBSHTI = the IBSHTI value of the normal region 1 k , 2 k , 3 k and n k can be computed through equation (6) 
Algorithm principle in this paper
According to the principles of the above two algorithms and the applicable conditions, this article uses the cloud thickness map of the results of IBSHTI to eliminate texture, which can avoid the texture details missing in the process of calibration and improve the whole tonality of image at the same time, the principle of proposed algorithm is as follows: 
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Experimental data
To illustrate the correction effect and applicability of the algorithm, the paper adopts four types of experimental data, according to the spatial resolution images from low to high followed by Landsat8 OLI 30m resolution multispectral satellite images, high-resolution and wide-field GF1-WFV2 16m resolution satellite images, GF1-PMS1 8m multispectral images and ZY-3 5.8m resolution satellite images. As shown in figure 2 to figure 5, the global and local images are listed in sequence of original data, BSHTI, IBSHTI and OURS.
Among them, the red rectangle marked in the global image is corresponding to the local area image. 13.7 9.9 9.8 6.9 9.9 Table 3 Quantitative parameters of GF1-WFV2 and GF-1 PMS1 images Figure 6 . The running time of image data
Results analysis
Related experiments show that the algorithms of BSHTI and IBSHTI can relatively completely rectify cloud and haze, while the defects are darker tonality and fewer texture details.
Features cannot be effectively distinguished, and the algorithm in the paper can restore the real surface features better. From the overall image, because this method is optimized on the basis of BSHTI and IBSHTI, the correction effect has also a certain constraints, which the tone of the image has an improvement in total, but is not obvious. And through the contrast observation of the surface details in local area, the effect has a large improvement in ground objects such as red or blue houses (see the results in Figure 3 and Figure 5 ).
From the parameters in Table 2 and Table 3 , we can see that due to eliminating interference effects of the cloud and haze, there is a decrease in the average parts after cloud correction. The main purpose of the algorithm in this paper is to restore the missing details of the ground, so the mean value compared with the former increased; The standard deviation of three methods is lower than original image, which illustrates each pixel grey level becomes concentrate and the difference is reduced.
Similarly, the average gradient shows the clarity of image, we can see three methods are similar and have enhanced the resolution of the original image. The processing time is shown in Figure 6 . As the method in this paper is based on IBSHTI algrithom, it takes a lot of time in sampling excepting for the prepare time of choosing normal and thick cloud region image. So the efficiency of algorithm needs to be improved in the future.
is surface texture and edge information of haze thickness image. This parameter helps recover the ground objects such as buildings blurred by the haze thickness image. ZY-3 image is introduced as an example to show the correction effect after importing the parameter. Figure  7 (a) is the original image. As shown in Figure 7 (b), when the parameter is not introduced, the surface buildings (see Figure  7 (b)) such as the red roof at the bottom of haze area will appear exposure phenomenon, which is mainly due to the homogenization of haze thickness image after the sampling and the terrain outline surroundings and edge details of the building are not separate. The information of i TEI is extracted alone, which is equivalent to filtering out the above surface details of haze thickness after resampling and can restore the surface features in the beneath of cloud(see Figure 7 (c)).
（a）The original image （b）The result without TEI （c）The result with TEI 
CONCLUSION
Based on the strengths and weaknesses of BSHTI and IBSHTI algorithm, this paper optimizes the thickness of haze image optimization. Using thoroughness results of haze correction, features of the texture are eliminated by calculating the dark channel map through sampling. In addition, in order to fully restore the surface contour and edge of the ground objects such as buildings, the texture and edge information is introduced to eliminate clouds thoroughly and also preserve the real characteristics of the earth's surface at the same time. This paper has the following conclusions:
(1) With the purpose of making the damaged image restore its using value, this algorithm has great improved the recovery of surface features, especially the buildings at the urban area, enhancing the visibility of the image. And the introduction of texture and edge information improve the phenomenon that the ground targets in cloud is not recovered thoroughly and overexposure.
(2) The paper has carried on the comparison and verification of the algorithm with several groups of data from different sensors and different spatial resolution images respectively. The experimental results show that the algorithm has strong generality and ground objects can be restored well.
(3) The main purpose of this paper is to restore the real features of ground objects, and the basic haze thickness image is obtained from IBSHTI method. While cloud and haze correction algorithm are inevitably revise normal objects like clouds (such as the waves produced along the coastal zone, shaped like a cloud, etc.), it has also been restricted to a certain extent. With the increase of spatial resolution, for highlight targets with large area the effect is very poor. And for practical applications, even if the resulting images are visually improved, it does not mean that they are usable for remote sensing ,we need to transform the haze images to usable resource, like clear images which can be used in practical, this needs to be studied in the future.
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